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An all-in-one leave and absence management solution
built for today’s workforce
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Today’s absence management solutions
leave a lot to be desired.
Even with typical third-party services that promise to
help, employers are swamped with emails and paperwork
arising from:
• Employees not understanding available benefits
• Employees needing to submit requests before knowing what
benefits they may get
• Keeping track of intermittent leaves
• Customized solutions that don’t align to best practices

The Total Leave
difference
Unum Total Leave brings all your absence
management programs and disability benefits
together in one place — and delivers them through
simple and engaging digital experiences that make
everyone’s lives easier. We keep your business
moving forward while supporting your people
through life’s many challenges.

• Keeping data in sync across systems
• Slow turnaround times on claims
Watch the video
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The Total Leave experience
Strategy and compliance

Digital leave experiences

We start by setting the right course for your

Next, we deliver a unified digital experience for

company, aligned to best practices for your

planning, managing and analyzing leaves across

industry, workforce, compliance needs and

your organization, with easy, accessible support

goals for leave.

for your employees.

Read more

Read more

Unum
Total Leave™

People and services

Modern leave ecosystem

When leaves and claims get complicated, our

As employees plan leave and make disability

tried-and-true absence management teams

claims, our best-of-breed technologies combine

have all the tools and information at their

with AI-optimized processes to keep things

fingertips to make it easy for everyone.

moving and improve all facets of leave.

Read more

Read more
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Strategy and
compliance
Leverage a broad catalog of leave management services and expertise that aligns your
program to best practices for your industry, workforce and compliance needs.
Develop the right leave strategy to meet your goals through:
• A consultative process to understand your workforce priorities — especially valuable if
you’re outsourcing leave for the first time
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Embrace a
modern leave
strategy
Considerations for building a lasting,
future-ready strategy

• Flexible selection of leave services to ensure the right fit for your workforce
• Strategic program design to align to best practices based on your business needs

Watch the webinar

• Thorough analysis of regional footprint and compliance requirements
• Real-world expertise to inform the right approach
• Hands-on service teams that ensure it all works together

Recent workforce trends and the future
of employee-centric leave programs

Watch the webinar

Digital leave
experiences
Streamlined absence management for HR
HR’s time is then freed up to focus where they’re needed, leveraging digital
absence management features to:
• Easily find and organize information across all types of leaves and disability claims
• View leave status and drill down into details all in one place
• Quickly take care of tasks like updating records or uploading documents
• Navigate complicated scenarios like intermittent leaves
• Get real-time insights for informed decision-making
• Eliminate manual data entry and errors by integrating directly with your HR system
Learn more in our quick video.

Watch the video
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Digital leave
experiences
Easy and accessible leave for employees
Total Leave gives employees an easy, accessible and multichannel experience
that lets them do more without HR assistance, including:
• Plan leaves and make claims with expert guidance from the virtual leave assistant
• Keep things moving by uploading documents, updating information and accessing
key communications
• Stay up to date with text and/or email notifications
• Receive benefits with integrated electronic payments
• Return to work smoothly by coordinating medical details and updating return dates
• Talk to live leave and disability experts who have all the details in front of them
Learn more in this quick video.

Watch the video
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A modern leave
ecosystem
By combining best-of-breed technologies with our own innovations, we’ve
built a first-in-the-industry technical ecosystem that transforms your leave
and absence programs and powers them into the future.
Key advantages that make it happen:
• Cloud-based technology. Tapping the scalability and agility of the cloud to
enable modern digital experiences that deliver real-time information and
claim decisions.
• Flexible, multichannel communications. Working not just across
mobile and the web, but on the phone, in person and throughout all your
employee interactions.
• Data management excellence. Powering better HR reporting, seamless
integrations and predictive analytics for high-impact management practices.
• AI-based automation. By identifying the best path for every leave scenario,
we help employees make the right decisions while ensuring live support
teams have everything at their fingertips to facilitate positive outcomes.
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Entrust your
most complex
leave situations
to us
Most leaves go smoothly, but
those that don’t can devour
HR’s time. We’ll take the lead
on these sensitive situations,
including reminding employees
about documentation needs and
investigating possible abuse.
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Unum’s cloud-based leave and absence management

How it works
Digital absence
management for HR
• Leave and absence dashboard
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REPORTS & ANALYTICS

• Real-time leave decisions
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• Virtual leave assistant
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• Seamless integration with HRIS
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• Tailored reporting and analytics
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• Real-time claims visibility
• Centralized communication hub

Digital leave
for employees
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People
and services
Count on our tried-and-true absence management teams to take work off your plate and
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everything you need, including:

Say goodbye
to compliance
worries

• Digital onboarding and implementation

We manage over 100 state leave

help you and your employees through even the most challenging leave situations.
As Total Leave automates and optimizes transactional tasks, our experienced
service teams have time to focus on making sure you and your employees have

• Integrated disability and absence program management
• Faster claim-processing turnaround
• Direct support to employees for claims and return-to-work coordination
• Ongoing program strategy reviews
• Compliance management that stays ahead of changes

laws, in addition to FMLA and
ADA,* making sure you provide the
correct notifications and follow the
rules in every work location.
* Family and Medical Leave Act and
Americans with Disabilities Act
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Turn your leave policy into a competitive advantage for attracting and

Leave is changing.
Are you ready for the

keeping your best employees while reducing work for your HR team.

future of leave?

Contact us today to learn more about Unum Total Leave.

Find out in our new guide
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